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ABSTRACT: We achieve direct electrical readout of the
wavelength and polarization dependence of the plasmon resonance in individual gold nanogap antennas by positioning a
graphene nanoconstriction within the gap as a localized photodetector. The polarization sensitivities can be as large as 99%,
while the plasmon-induced photocurrent enhancement is
2100. The plasmon peak frequency, polarization sensitivity,
and photocurrent enhancement all vary between devices,
indicating the degree to which the plasmon resonance is
sensitive to nanometer-scale irregularities.
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lasmonic nanostructures can act as optical antennas,1,2 concentrating incident light energy into a nanoscale volume with
dimensions much smaller than the light wavelength and thereby
greatly enhancing the strength of the optical-frequency electric
ﬁeld. This enhanced optical ﬁeld has been used for single
molecule Raman spectroscopy,35 second (and higher) harmonic generation,68 and ﬂuorescence enhancement.911 Here we
explore a strategy to achieve direct electrical readout of plasmonenhanced optical ﬁelds, which is challenging because the region
of ﬁeld enhancement is so small. Speciﬁcally, we use a self-aligned
fabrication process to couple a gold break junction acting as a
plasmonic antenna with a sub-10 nm graphene constriction,
whose nonlinear electrical characteristics allow it to serve as a
photodetector. Our dual goals are to use the nanoscale photodetector to characterize the enhanced optical ﬁeld produced by
the plasmon and also to understand the mechanism that allows
graphene constrictions to generate photocurrent (PC). Our
results go beyond previous studies of PC in metal break
junctions12 in that we directly measure the size of the plasmon
enhancement by recording the wavelength dependence of the
resonantly enhanced PC and observe that the PC is strongly
modulated by the polarization direction of the incident light, with
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in peak frequency and polarization sensitivity between devices. The sign of the photocurrent also diﬀers
between devices but is always the same as the second derivative of
the low-frequency currentvoltage curve, allowing us to associate the mechanism of the photocurrent with optical rectiﬁcation.
The plasmon-induced enhancement of the photocurrent varies
from a factor of 2 to 100 in diﬀerent samples.
Our devices consist of a graphene constriction positioned
within a sub-10 nm scale gap between two gold electrodes. We
ﬁrst grow the graphene by chemical vapor deposition13 on Cu
foil, transfer the graphene with a PMMA backing onto an
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oxidized Si wafer, remove the PMMA by soaking in acetone
overnight, and prepattern the graphene using photolithography
and oxygen-plasma etching into 20  100 μm2 strips. MicroRaman spectroscopy was used to conﬁrm that the graphene was
single layer. We use two stages of electron-beam lithography and
lift-oﬀ to deposit 100 nm wide wires made from 1 nm Ti/20 nm
Au on top of the graphene, connected to wider 3 nm Ti/100 nm
Au contacts. We then use oxygen plasma to etch away the
graphene everywhere except under the Au (inset, Figure 1).
To fabricate nanoscale constrictions, we employ two steps of
electromigration. In the ﬁrst step, we use electromigration with
electronic feedback14 at room temperature in air to break the Au
wire and leave a nanoscale gap (Figure 1a) that will correspond to
the high-electric-ﬁeld region of the plasmonic antenna. This
process requires maximum voltages on the order of 0.5 V for
which the 100 nm wide graphene layer underneath the Au
remains conducting (resistances R < 20 kΩ). We then narrow
the graphene wire into a nanoconstriction (Figure 1b) without
breaking it fully using a second stage of electromigration in
vacuum, similar to previous experiments by other groups.1517
Because graphene nanoribbons can sustain much higher current
density than Au,18 this requires much larger voltages, 25 V,
consistent with previous reports.19
Figure 1c shows currentvoltage (IV) curves at 4.2 K as a
graphene junction is progressively narrowed by repeated electromigration. After the ﬁrst stage of electromigration of just the gold
wire (leaving the graphene intact), the IV curve has a simple
linear form (inset, Figure 1c). After subsequent electromigration
of the graphene, the IV characteristics become nonlinear with a
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Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscope picture of a Au/graphene
device after the Au wire is broken by electromigration. Scale bar is 100 nm.
(inset) Geometry of the Au electrodes and larger contact pads. Scale bar
in inset is 5 µm. (b) Artist’s conception of a device structure after a
second stage of electromigration is used to create a graphene nanoconstriction in the nanogap between gold electrodes. (c) Currentvoltage curves
for device 8 at 4.2 K after two stages of electromigration that progressively
narrowed the graphene constriction and increased the transport gap. (inset)
Currentvoltage curve for the same device at 4.2 K after the gold wire was
broken by electromigration, but before any electromigration of the graphene. (d) Currentvoltage curve of device 6 at 100 K and (inset) at room
temperature. At high bias, the curves are noisy due to resistance ﬂuctuations.

region of low current near zero bias whose width in source-drain
bias increases with each additional step of electromigration
(Figure 1c, main panel). Figure 1d shows the IV curves for a
diﬀerent device on which photocurrent measurements were
performed. The zero-bias resistance at low temperature (100
K) is R ∼ 100 MΩ, with a turn-on of current near V = ( 0.2 V. At
room temperature (inset in Figure 1d), the nonlinearities in the
IV curve are smaller than at low temperature and the zero-bias
resistance is ∼5 MΩ. The IV characteristics in Figure 1c,d
are similar to previous transport studies of nanoscale graphene
constrictions fabricated by electron-beam lithography,2027
by chemical preparation of nanoribbons,28 and by electromigration.1517 Lateral patterning and the associated formation of
localized states leads to an energy gap for electron transport in
graphene that suppresses conduction at low voltage and low
temperature.26,27 Because our constrictions are short, the large
gap as a function of sourcedrain voltage (>0.1 V) that we observe
implies that the constriction width for the graphene in our samples
is signiﬁcantly less than 10 nm.16,17,22,29 The ﬁnal device structure
therefore allows the graphene to measure the optical intensity in a
much smaller region than, for example, previous Ge-based photodetectors integrated into infrared dipole antennas with 60 nm
gaps.30 Our devices also have much smaller conductance
(0.0011 e2/h) than the scale required to short out the plasmon
resonance mode (∼tens of e2/h),31 so we expect the graphene to
produce negligible perturbation to the plasmon properties.
We perform photocurrent (PC) measurements using a Tisapphire tunable continuous wave laser source focused to a 1.2
μm spot size with incident power ranging from 1 μW to 1 mW.
We measure the PC and the reﬂected light simultaneously as we
scan the position of the laser spot. A reﬂection image of a graphene
device with Au nanogap electrodes is shown in Figure 2a. For
scans along the centerline of the electrodes (the dotted line in
Figure 2a), we ﬁnd that the PC response can diﬀer qualitatively
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Figure 2. (a) Reﬂected light image of a typical device. The dashed line
denotes the centerline of the Au electrodes, the orientation of the scans
in panels (ce). Scale bar is 3 µm. (b) Photocurrent response as a function
of laser spot position for device 6. Scale bar is 3 µm. (ce) Photocurrent
response at 780 nm as a function of laser position for (c) a 100 nm wide
graphene ribbon with room-temperature resistance R = 8 kΩ, (d) a 100 nm
wide graphene ribbon with R = 10 kΩ, and (e) device 6, a graphene
nanoconstriction with R = 5 MΩ. These panels show the evolution from an
antisymmetric thermal PC response to a symmetric rectiﬁcation response.
The symmetric rectiﬁcation signal can be positive or negative.

depending on the device resistance and the width of the
graphene. For low-resistance devices (with room-temperature
R = 520 kΩ, corresponding to 100 nm wide graphene
nanoribbons after the gold electrodes are broken by electromigration (but before the electromigration of the graphene), we
observe two types of PC. One is a PC that antisymmetric in sign
about the position of the nanocontact with the largest signal
magnitudes for laser spot positions within the Au electrodes,
approximately 0.5 μm away from the contact (Figure 2c). The
other type of signal is an antisymmetric PC superimposed
together with a symmetric peak (with either positive or negative
sign) centered at the position of the graphene constriction
(Figure 2d). In contrast, the antisymmetric signals are absent
for the sub-10 nm graphene constrictions (with room-temperature R > 50 kΩ), leaving only the symmetric-in-position PC peak
with a sign that varies from device to device (Figure 2e). The PC
in this case is observable only when the laser spot overlaps the
narrowest region of the break junction device (Figure 2b). PC
signals that are antisymmetric as a function of position along the
electrodes have been observed previously for contacts to largearea graphene and have been explained as due to heating in the
electrodes.32,33 This heating contribution is expected34 to take
the form I = [2π2ek2BT/(3h)]ΔT dt/dE|EF (where T is the
average temperature, ΔT is the temperature diﬀerence across
the junction, and t is a transmission coeﬃcient depending on the
carrier energy E), and hence to decrease rapidly as the junction
conductance [G = (2e2/h)t(EF)] decreases. Our subject in this
paper will be the symmetric PC peaks observed for narrow, highresistance graphene nanoconstrictions in which the antisymmetric heating signal is suppressed.
The amplitude of the symmetric PC signals for the narrow
graphene nanoconstrictions vary strongly as a function of the
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Figure 3. (a) Wavelength dependence of the photocurrent from device
6, showing a plasmon resonance at ∼790 nm with a full width at halfmaximum of 40 nm. (b) Histogram of the plasmon resonance peak
frequencies in 9 devices. (c) Polarization dependence of the photocurrent for device 2 at 780 nm, plotted relative to the long axis of the gold
wire. (d) Histogram of the polarization axes for maximum photocurrent
response, relative to the long axis of the wire.

Table 1. Plasmon Enhancement of the Photocurrent Response Measured from the Peak-to-Background Ratio of the
Resonance Curve versus Wavelength
device

R

resonance wavelength (nm)

PC enhancement

2

80 kΩ

780

3

4
6

160 kΩ
5 MΩ

740
790

5
7

7

25 MΩ

710

6

8

>50 GΩ

770

104

wavelength and polarization of the incoming light. Figure 3a
shows the wavelength response of the PC for a ∼5 MΩ contact at
room temperature. The PC is sharply peaked at 790 nm, typical
for the plasmon resonance of an Au nanostructure35 with a full
width at half-maximum of 40 nm. This line width is relatively
sharp because we measure the plasmon resonance in the single
gold break junction without line width broadening due to
ensemble averaging. In diﬀerent devices, we ﬁnd that the
plasmon peak varies over a range of 740890 nm (Figure 3b),
presumably due to diﬀerences in the break junction geometries.
We can estimate a lower bound on the plasmon enhancement of
the PC by comparing the peak value of the PC resonance to the
value far into the tail (this is a lower bound since our ability to
measure far into the tail is limited to the range shown by the
wavelength tunability for our laser). For the device shown in
Figure 3a, the plasmon enhancement factor of the PC is about 7.
For other devices with room-temperature resistances in the range
50 kΩ to 5 MΩ, the PC enhancement factors vary from 2 to 7
(Table 1). Because the enhancement in the PC should go as the
square of the enhancement in the local electric ﬁeld (see below),
the electric ﬁeld enhancement factor by this method is a factor
of 1.52.5. This variation likely reﬂects both that the strength of
the true plasmon-enhanced electric ﬁeld varies from devices to

device, because, for example, the spacing between the gold
electrodes is diﬀerent, and also that the eﬀect of the plasmonenhanced electric ﬁeld on the PC may depend on the precise
position of the tunnel barrier in the device. The narrowest region
of the graphene nanoconstriction will not necessarily be centered
between the gold electrodes, and if it is closer to an electrode in
some devices rather than others, this could strongly aﬀect the
sensitivity of photodetection.
The dependence of the PC on the polarization of the incoming
light is shown for a diﬀerent (R = 80 kΩ) device in Figure 3c. The
PC varies strongly with the polarization angle in a simple dipole
pattern with a factor of 11 variation from minimum to maximum
response [equivalent to a polarization sensitivity (PCmax 
PCmin)/PCmax þ PCmin ∼ 85%]. To the best of our knowledge,
such a strong polarization dependence has not been demonstrated previously for nanogap electrodes acting as a plasmonic
antenna. The polarization angle for maximum PC for the device
in Figure 3c is 39° relative to the direction of the long axis of the
gold wire. For diﬀerent graphene constrictions in the range 50
kΩ to 5 MΩ, our polarization sensitivity varies from 50 to 85%
and the polarization angle for maximum PC can lie in any
direction in the sample plane with no apparent correlation to
the long axis of the Au wire (Figure 3d). This may reﬂect the
irregular geometry of junctions formed by electromigration, in
which the orientation of the gap need not be aligned with the
long axis of the wire.
As control devices, we studied both Au break junctions with no
graphene and graphene nanoconstrictions without nanogap gold
electrodes. Au break junctions without graphene do not produce
any measurable photocurrent response. For graphene nanoconstrictions in which the nanogap Au electrodes are removed by a
wet etch, we observe only the heating-type signals that are
antisymmetric in sign as a function of spot position. These do
not have a resonant dependence on wavelength in our tuning
range from 700 to 980 nm.
As we have noted above, the sign of the PC peak that we
observe in the high-resistance graphene nanoconstriction devices
varies seemingly randomly from device to device. The simplest
approach to explain the mechanism behind the photocurrent is to
postulate that the optical-frequency voltage generated by the
plasmon enhancement is rectiﬁed by the nonlinear electrical
transport characteristic of the graphene device, which yields the
prediction (in the regime that a lowest-order Taylor series in Vopt
is accurate)
IPC ¼

1 d2 I 2
V
4 dV 2 opt

ð1Þ

where Vopt is the plasmon-enhanced optical-frequency voltage
dropped across the device and d2I/dV2 is calculated at the optical
frequency. We have veriﬁed that IPC has a simple linear dependence on the incident laser power in all of our devices, so that the
lowest-order Taylor-series approximation is appropriate. Assuming that the tunneling time is short compared to the optical
period,12 we can test eq 1 by measuring the curvature d2I/dV2 at
low frequency by conventional electrical transport techniques
and checking whether the sign of d2I/dV2 is the same as IPC. The
curvature at room temperature near zero bias is not large (see
Figure 1c inset); we can measure it using a lock-in ampliﬁer with
AC voltages e100 mV. The results are shown in Table 2. For ﬁve
devices with resistances in the 25180 kΩ range for which we
have done this measurement, two showing positive PC and three
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Table 2. Comparison of the Sign and Size of the Nonlinearity
in the CurrentVoltage Curve Measured Electrically with the
Sign and Size of the Photocurrent
device

R

1/4 d2I/dV2 (A/V2)
6

PC (pA/μW)

1

25 kΩ

(2.77 ( 0.07)  10

2

80 kΩ

(6 ( 1)  107

3

90 kΩ

(8 ( 2)  106

1.49

4

160 kΩ

(9 ( 1)  107

6.11

5

180 kΩ

(6 ( 4)  107

0.78

2.51
0.0047

negative, the sign of d2I/dV2 agreed with the sign of the PC in
each case. Assuming an electrode spacing of d = 310 nm, the
values of the enhanced electric ﬁeld Eopt = Vopt/d derived from
eq 1 and the measured values of d2I/dV2 are 120 times the bare
value without plasmon enhancement (Ebare = [2P/(ε0cA)]1/2,
where P is the optical power, ε0 is the permittivity constant, c is
the speed of light, and A is the spot size).36 The order of
magnitude of the plasmon enhancement estimated from eq 1 is
therefore consistent with the completely independent measurement of the enhancement based on the amplitude of the
resonance curves as a function of wavelength. This reinforces
our conﬁdence both in these estimates and in our identiﬁcation
of optical rectiﬁcation as the mechanism for the photocurrent.
Up to this point, we have discussed only devices with roomtemperature resistances in the range 20 kΩ to 5 MΩ for which,
based on the similarity of our IV curves to previous studies of
graphene constrictions,1517,2028 we conclude that the graphene remains physically continuous even though it possesses
an energy gap that presents a tunnel barrier for electron ﬂow.
However, following the ﬁrst stage electromigration-induced
breaking of our Au wires, in about 1% of devices we observe
much higher resistances (3 GΩ to >50 GΩ) for which we cannot
tell whether the graphene is continuous or whether it might be
fully broken or contain a grain boundary37 or a crease. These
devices can show much more dramatic plasmon enhancements
than the lower-resistance graphene nanoconstrictions. Figure 4a
shows the PC resonance curve for a device with R > 50 GΩ at
room temperature. The peak-to-tail ratio yields a lower bound on
the PC plasmon enhancement of 100 (electric ﬁeld enhancement
of 10). The polarization sensitivity (Figure 4b) for the same
device is >99%. These devices were particularly sensitive to large
incident laser powers; after the device in Figure 4 was exposed to
a pulsed laser excitation of 100 mW peak power with 250 fs
pulses, the PC reversed sign (Figure 4c,d). The resonant
wavelength did not change signiﬁcantly on account of this switch,
but the polarization axis shifted by ∼20°. This switching
indicates the high degree of sensitivity of the plasmon enhancement to the nanoscale atomic arrangements within the device.
In summary, we have demonstrated a self-aligned procedure
for fabricating graphene nanoconstrictions coupled to gold
nanogap plasmonic antennas so that the graphene device can
perform direct electrical read-out of the enhanced electric ﬁeld
generated by the plasmon. Our integrated device structure allows
us to characterize the wavelength and polarization dependence of
the plasmon resonance in individual nanogap antennas, which
has not been achieved previously. We ﬁnd that the polarization
dependence is particularly striking with polarization sensitivities
as large as 99%, and that the polarization sensitivity and polarization axis both vary from device to device, presumably due to the
irregular geometry of gold break junctions. This integration of

Figure 4. Photocurrent from a very high resistance device. (a) Wavelength dependence of the photocurrent of device 8 with room-temperature resistance >50 GΩ. (b) Polarization dependence of the
photocurrent in the same device, demonstrating polarization sensitivity
>99%. (c) A positive photocurrent signal before the device response
switched under pulsed laser illumination. (d) Negative photocurrent
signal after the device switched.

plasmonic antennas with intrinsically nanoscale photodetectors
for electrical readout provides a powerful platform for understanding how light energy may be controlled on small length
scales and how the properties of plasmon resonances depend on
nanoscale variations in device geometry.
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